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To our potential investor,
I do hope you enjoy learning about Engineered Wood Company, EWC. The import part of this summary are
the words and numbers within and in that regard we are experienced but consistently find ourselves falling short
of fully describing E3Lumber. Its like nothing else. What makes it complex to describe is fundamentally no exact comparisons exist. As example our patent pending application contains 82 claims. So, the inventions’ are
made up of so many advanced and novel features that when combined differently it creates additional potentials.
Sort of like Lego’s. So, please understand to gain a complete understanding one needs to study E3Lumber's materials, hybrids, methods, and the resulting fabrications in depth. That said, this offer summary cuts through all
the complexities by me humbling explaining with this statement, “ਉਆ ਁ ਃਏਓਕਅ ਂਕਙਓ ਏਓਔ ਁਙਔਈਉਇ

ਗਉਔਈਉ ਔਈਅ ਅਘਔ 10-20 ਙਅਁਓ ਉਔ ਗਉ ਉਅਙ ਃਏਔਁਉ ਏ ਂਅ ਃਏਐਅਔਅਙ ਁਅ ਆਏ ਅਅਗਁਂਅ
ਁਔਅਉਁਓ EWC ਈਁਓ ਏ ਉਓ ਅਖਅਏਐਉਇ. I ਁਉਔਉਏ, ਔਈਁਔ ਃਏਓਕਅ ਗਉ ਂਅ ਓਁਖਉਇ ਔਈਅ ਗਏ
ਆਏ ਃਉਁਔਅ ਃਈਁਇਅ ਗਉਔਈਏਕਔ ਅਖਅ ਏਗਉਇ ਉਔ.”

This offer maintains EWC’s business focus. Our focus on entering the first market and begin reversing climate change. That market is sawn or peeled wood products. So, the other advancements will just have to wait for
resources like people and budget. It is difficult for me to shelve those other potentials so readily. Why? Because
pound for pound some of our patent pending materials are as strong as steel and cost significantly less to produce, distribute, and purchase. Yeah, EWC has all of that and more going for all of us so we’ll get to them eventually. Doing so is fore shadowed and inevitable. Unfortunately and right now, there's only so much of EWC to
go around .
Thus far, our accomplishments have been all under the start-up gods rules. Rules like trial by fire, starvation,
and beg, borrow, and steal from Peter to pay Paul. We’ve also unfortunately and reluctantly had to sacrifice good
people along the way. But those days are over because we just got noticed, by you and The National Science
Foundation. So now, a great and hardly describable future is now being written with our pen and paper. That's
because EWC’s business is to get paid to save the world, who can actually do that? Only EWC can that’s who.
Yeah, its all too good to be true isn’t it? Yes it really is, but so was flight, cellular, computers, and space travel.
So get on board and buckle up investor, your now personally invited to enjoy this ride!
Timothy C. Thompson, ⸙TimT⸙, Founder & Interim President of EWC, Inventor of Record E3Lumber.
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Years of R & D brought EWC to positions of great responsibility. Among
our patent pending innovations we start with composites and then build fabrications. We called it E3Lumber and as it turns out those inventions are much more
than what we initially intended. For one aspect capitalism appeared that provides
a world changing environmental benefit both economically and profitably. In another effect, EWC now holds the power to unleash the largest positive effect on
climate change known, as a complete cure. We’ve also discovered our Patent
Pending advanced materials, EM2Materials can make all most everything!

Entirely New Industry Invented

Profitable Environmental Stewardship.

By economies, material strengths, and
easier use EWC’s composites, methods,
and fabrications are going to build one
entirely new industry while improving
many existing ones. EWC’s plans to take
the path of least resistance by providing
economic incentive to produce high volume sales. But its no give-a-way!
Because our products costs less to produce, transport, and acquire. EWC is polar
opposite from the environmentally concerned norm. As in, EWC does not need
to charge more for environmental, green,
or organic benefits. As another point of
fact, most of our customers won’t even
know their saving their planet, but they
will be!

Our patent pending materials and fabrications
are as high as 320% more efficient in biomass utilization than sawn lumber. 320% means less than
one third (or even less) of trees being harvested
today are required to provide the exact same uses
as E3Lumber, like for like. EWC makes wood
biomass a truly renewable resource and not a used
-up resource. One more thing, if the world population triples, E3Lumber’s use is still only a percent of the trees used by lumber! Pretty remarkable isn’t it. Now consider at double the population
E3Lumber equals no more future trees harvested!
EWC is now poised to become the expert in
utilizing the least expensive readily available and
renewable material on the planet, wood biomass.
And more great news, because of EWC’s patent pending advancements in no VOC, waterproof, water based and structurally rated adhesive
we can use many other forms of biomass as well!
So now all those hemp, bamboo and corn stalk
based composite technologies could actually become viable so long as their licensed under EWC!
.

Patent Pending
All was made possible from years of
conceptual design and testing turned into
a US utility patent application 17/145,367.
In short, we call it E3Lumber.
Our intellectual property is a key component to our business model. Therefore,
we took our time researching prior art and
found none. We also initiated 82 claims
from the novel inventions contained within. As a result, E3Lumber’s patent is for
an industry and our inventions are very
well protected globally.
We maintain the Jan 2020 file date as
patent pending. Having conducted tests
and evaluations full-time for 4 years now
Advanced EStud
the patent’s methods and usefulness are
established. EWC is now past the conceptual phase and preparing for business, very big business with National Science
Foundation recently recognizing EWC’s advanced materials.
2
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Prior to this, our first offering, we modestly self-funded the years to invent, design and
build fabrications, test, and create lighter,
stronger, and less expensive materials to produce. But It wasn’t easy work and starvation
came to mind on more than one occasion. During that challenging period we unknowingly
black smithed our nickname,

Tਈਅ Tਅਁਃਉਏਕਓ E.
Equity Investor Comfort Level
For the longest time and especially during
initial R&D, I personally, as the inventor and
president, was not comfortable in approaching
investors. And I’m not shy or afraid of public
speaking.
I was not comfortable because too many
unknowns loomed. Yes, our concept was
founded on good science and engineering and
that could have been enough to raise coin.
However, to me its one thing to explain failure
to family who understood the risks and even
participated but an entirely different matter to
explain failure to a government or an investor
who I took responsibility for their investment.
Personally, I require confidence before I
commit. It took years to gain that confidence
but now I’m comfortable with doing an equity
offer. One reason is EWC can survive with
little to nothing between now and maybe forever. Certainly, we can get to the entering of a
market with the EStud. But that’ll require debt
and correspondingly a much higher risk.
In short, without investors EWC truly risks
the entire Earth to climate change. I’m not
saying that lightly either. That’s due to complications that I dreamed possible but at that
time and years ago I lacked all confidence in
forcing myself to really believe. The EStud
volume potential and its impact on climate
change.
Behind The Dream Curve
EWC finds itself in a position that I call
production opportunistic. In short, we conducted a localized market test. We showed off
some prototypes and patent drawings to home
Basic EStud
builders. We were actually targeting home
builders to find a future experimental but profit generat3

ing build, in which we found several all too
easily. What we discovered is stated in my
own words, “there is no way in hell our phase
one production plan can produce enough.”
Yeah, everyone in business says that. But in
this case consider the source, me an ultraconservative fact based engineer. Anyway,
we can’t produce one tenth of enough. Worse
yet, I’d even forecasted the why in my patent
specification writing.
Derogation of available trees. In simple
terms, lumber company’s are cutting smaller
and smaller trees. The effect of that is selfevident in their product quality, or lack there
of. Builders have been forced to work with
cracked, warped, crowned and knot filled
lumber for decades. So when they 1st view
the E-Stud and all the problems it cured, their
hearts instantly leaped right into EWC’s
pocket and before I even started talking. Literally, all they had to do is see the EStud protype.
Literally again, millions in sales are so
close for EWC and yet so far away. But what
it really is is this; success in this offering
means the entire world will begin shifting to
EWC’s way of thinking.
I really didn’t think its popularity found
within my imagination was realistic, but it
damn sure is.
And yes, this is a good problem but it seriously complicates moving forward. Right
now, EWC projects it can make most parts in
the volumes we need but we can’t assemble
them fast enough or create bonded sheets consistently for even regional demand. This offering’s success cures that and some.
You can be sure The Tenacious E will do
okay from even where we are now. But now
that we understand we’re jumping the Grand
Canyon and not the backyard babbling brook
we need you.
Again, good problems like this make me
comfortable with using investor money. EWC
has confirmed high impact, high volume, and
high profit potential that softens business risk
and can provide quicker than normal ROI to
our prospective investors, a group that I also

Personal History
Consider the following as to why I was uncomfortable with investor money. I’ve been both an active and
nonactive investor in start-ups.
The two inactive investments I made both hands
down failed. Both had great ideas but, as it turned out,
bad management. But actively, I’ve achieved varying
successes given the limits of potential and what was
available, which in both cases are dwarfed by EWC.

and effort to make something from almost nothing we
could because our foundation is experienced for what’s
to come. And not just from my own involvement.
Over the years, I’ve made investments, built inventions and this patent is the result of all of them. Along
the way I’ve recruited an astonishing team of loyalists
from the who’s who of my experiences.
Not just any people either. Proven professionals that
I found within my engineering career and other privateering. In addition, to get on my good people list is
pretty difficult.

I’ve had success and continue to in wood productbased, real property developing, residential rentals, engineering and design, and of all things I never expected
a trucking company.

What it all boils down to is this:
EWC can now lift its eyes out of the development
The wood-based manufacturing company my invesprocess and start focusing on EWC winning.
tor and I had was a great thing but by its third-year govRewarding the team is a large part of my motivation
ernmental policy changes and the resulting restrictions
for this offering. That's because from here forward I
hindered going any further. We did see it coming and
need them contributing full-time. My reasoning, if we
collapsed into the trucking side of that company. And
that worked enough that later, against my will, it sold at want our investments to earn serious money we now
must make serious money for others as well.
6.8 million to a competitor.
EWC’s potential has grown far beyond me and my
list of volunteers and contractors. And that fact also
makes me comfortable with investor monies. Because I
can now make investors an extension of EWC’s human
capital and reward them as well.

20+ years later and I still don’t consider the trucking
company a success. I never wanted the company but I
never wanted to sell it either. I was forced kicking and
screaming. The reason, that competitor turned buyer
was getting turned inside out by my efforts. I also said
no because I didn’t want to work within the
competitors terms.
Not ironically, my partners laziness and
greed with yearning for instant satisfaction outvoted me on the board 3 to 1. And you guessed
it, we never got all the money we got 1/5. Instead, my partners and I learned that having a
lien on an equipment title doesn’t mean anything when a dealership files for a lost or abandoned title (in some states). So, that board of
directors vote turned a fast-growing, solid profit
-making company into a memory with zero
chance of recovery in just under 8 months.
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EStud’s Weight Advantage Is Around 3 to1
AND Any E-Length Biomass Efficiency
Is Around 5 to 1 To A Piece Of Lumber!
EWC’s
S
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Even MORE EFFICIENT!

Now, as a veteran of what works and what
doesn’t in business. I’d like to think I’m capable
of picking good decisions when they exist.
So, I’m well taught in observation and experience in all the wrong things not to do.
Using my experience, I built EWC right
from the get-go, I did not bring in new money.
Even though it’s taken a great deal more time
4

Corporate Investors
Hopefuls & Potential Exit Strategy
As remarkable as all this is I probably don’t have to
tell you some lumber company's are interested and
closely watching EWC. As friends or enemies we don’t
yet know.
EWC made 5 contacts within the lumber industry to
form connections in our forward looking material supply side and to promote long term investment. Those
five companies that we’ve been able to meet are interested in EWC’s potentials. And they can provide an
exit strategy.
That said, as an EWC supplier each could gain from
EWC’s growth without having to invest or really do
anything other than supportive roles, which four have
provided encouraging and limited support. The facts
are none of them would sign a nondisclosure so they
are really uniformed. So although, we’ve meet with
some, opinioned together, and have received great and
value adding feedback I hope this offer starts to bring
them into the future of wood biomass, for both EWC’s
and the worlds sake.
Let face it, those five company’s do what they do
really well and have for very long times. Rightfully, it
makes them EWC’s preferred partners. Preferred because they can implement environmental positives the
5

quickest they also have the most to gain from existing
facilities, distribution, and modifiable manufacturing.
The five and many others fit really well to our differences.
But EWC isn’t going to wait around for prince
charming, instead we are going to further prove ourselves as a company by kissing some toads we know.
One of those toads is this offering.
This offering’s success takes E3Lumber into the
five’s and 100’s of others lumber markets. Post offering, EWC won’t require anything other than supply.
Keep in mind, EWC is not really their competitor
because the material supply avenue can still make a
couple or all of them winners. So, I’m hopeful they’ll
be the first in line for EWC shares. Because truthfully
any one of them fully funds (45m) and EWC is on the
launch pad to become a black rocket flying unicorn.
All five produce sawn lumber, a market we know
EWC will gain in. As a supplier their loss of market is
offset and maybe even more profitably. The five are
also out of sixteen or so in our possible material supply. In addition, foreign suppliers are plentiful and
even presented themselves as less expensive, easier to
work with, and more reliable (?). In effect, the five and
EWC are convenient ideas to each other, and really
nothing more as I continue to hope this offering changes.

Grants and Our Focus

small undertaking because of the thousands of
manhours (and nothing in arrears either).
The founders knew going in its was going to be
a long, risky, and expensive road. Years later,
we’ve successfully taken care of most essentials to
get the EStud to Market and in confirmation we’ve
all achieved much better outlooks about EWC’s
future. There are no doubters here as established
by their commitments.
Right now EWC’s offices, facility, and 85% of
phase one production equipment is in place. But as
I explained we are under tooled for what we know
is coming and an achieving a usable economic
scale.
This offering demonstrates EWC is on its way
to achieving our EStud goal. Because of this offering you can be assured the ESTUD will enter the
market with the highest quality, lowest costing,
patent protected, and not by accident our gateway
product to step into a vast future.

With University’s EWC has applied for National
Science Foundation grants as the SBIR and STTR. In
October, 2021 NFS has requested EWC’s full proposal under Advanced Materials. Due to the complexity of our invention and significant environmental
benefits we fit several other NSF grant opportunities.
Should grant opportunity’s present favorably EWC
gets a mighty push forward. Better decisions and product acceleration can only be a result of grant endeavors.
So, we are playing those cards regardless of offering.
Furthermore, grants can significantly reduce the cost
of getting to market for our investors. Now that we’re
in NSF full proposal phase we are very confident. But,
it’s still the government so grants are never a sure thing.
More importantly to our plan, EWC’s main focus
has been and continues to be prototype assembly, testing, and establishing independent testing criteria specifically towards selling product as soon as possible. In
this case and to our potential investor, EWC is only applying its knowledge and resources to the patent pend- Sell Equity?
ing EStud Method as a lumber replacing product. EWC
With many of the preliminaries required to esdoes not plan to chase the other developments or newly
tablish a new product accomplished the next step
discovered parts of the patent until it pays to do so.
became the obvious, selling equity to avoid debt
Therefore, EWC’s well established intent is to get to
and limit risk; but, even more important to EWC
market profitable so all of us help environmentally. It
and our investors; accelerate through the final
has been a challenge and as all the founders of EWC
steps to market. After all, EWC is in patent time
know, its been expensive.
and that doesn’t grow on trees!
The longer it takes the more patent time is
Founders & Onward
wasted. Literally that may be Billions lost to father
Thus far, EWC is funded by myself along with
time already. A successful offering helps to stop
family and friends. At around 800k by founders
future losses. Lets make it successful, invest!
and EWC’s earned income. In short, its been no
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Market, the first market EWC is entering. But it’s
not the only one!
As a reminder to markets. EWC’s patent pending
materials cross many market lines both as materials
and products that may be made from them. Like auto
parts, satellites, toys, furnishings, circuit boards, airplanes, and really anything humans can build. Except
now its all going to be renewable materials. Again,
EWC is focused on generating profit with our gateway
products in the EStud Method, years of R&D has prepared us.
That said, the residual benefits for other markets is
vast but EWC resources encompassed by this offer are
inadequate to force a gainful pursuit of them. However, we would discuss licensing and royalties with other
companies and consult towards their own R&D efforts. Our preferred method is to establish commission only independent contractors for the acquisition
of said licenses and royalties. Why is simple, we have
enough on our plate.
In 2019 there was more than $1.4 trillion worldwide
in new construction. Cited in the "United States Forest
Products Annual Market Review and Prospects, 20152021" report of the Forest Products Laboratory of the

U.S. Department of Agriculture, research scientist Delton Alderman points out approximately $15.5 billion of
wood and wood related products were utilized in new
housing construction in the United States in 2019.
$15.5 billion does not account for use like remodels,
sheds, RVs, and all the other things lumber is used for
and therefore E3lumber is like for like but better for!
Furthermore, The Economic Complexity Observatory (https://oec.world/en/profile/hs92/sawn-wood) reports that in 2019 the sawn wood market consisted of
$36.7 billion (B) in world trade, ranking it 95th out of
1,217 markets.
Importers were China $7.36 B, United States $6.01
B, $Japan 2.03 B, United Kingdom $1.95 B, and Germany $1.45 B.
Exporters were Canada $6.35 B, Russia $4.54 B,
Sweden $3.06 B, United States $2.78 B, and Germany
$2.31 B.
Add in crossover markets and I believe you’ll get
the joke about all I need to be is 1% right. But be sure,
I’m 100% right! So really not even 1% right is required and now I’m not joking.
Seriously, with patent protection EWC will change
the world, one stick at a time even at 1% right!

7

Current Offering

As a back-up, we’ll begin building a phase able
facility if purchase offer fails. I prefer the latter
but it comes at a higher cost in money and patent
time.

Point in fact, we’re crawling, slowly. Therefore,
our next move is to execute plans funded by equity investment generated by this offer.
Our 1st offering is comprised of funding the follow-  Additional machinery and equipment.
$1-1.1 million, includes assembly Line equipment
ing estimated costs to implement production to a
prototypes and portions of phase 2. Some phase 3
known distribution area and maybe a bit further out as
production equipment. Drawn out over an 6-12
a test. Keep in mind, the world comes to us after we
month duration.
successfully establish
the following phase:
Raw & finished
product
 Legal and adminis$290,000-350,000,
trative functions
includes safeguards
additional intellectuto material supply
al property expenses,
chains. Some labor
human resources,
costs to sell, proofficing, and future
duce, store, and ship
sales and marketing,
inventory.
travel, accounting.
Tests EM2Materials
$380,000.00 over 8
to viable production.
to 12 months.
Additional items

 Third party, Final

not fully
represented:
Offering expense;
legal, accounting.
marketing, contracted funding acquisition, and travel.

Testing! In conjunction with International Building Code
officials (IBCO)
evaluations for
E-Stud Method over
an 8-10 month duration. $260,000, includes contracted
A&E support.
(grant can effect)

Estimated costs are not
strictly budgeted as such.
The above category's may
variate to conditions warranting modification or
transfer to different category.

 Real Property, Ac-

quire EWC’s existing 3.5-acre, 33,000
square foot leased
facility.
$1.55 million, includes phase 3-4
production renovations and conveyance features as capital improvements.
No guaranteed of
landowner cooperation.
8

Current Offering, Continued

In whole or in part.
Board of director seat is available to investors or their
proxy with the required background, 15% ownership
of EWC’s common shares and approval of EWC’s
board of Directors. Encouraged.

Structure of offering:
Vestibule Holdings Incorporated, an Oregon
Based C Corporation
OR Registry 1172832-91
established in December 2015.
Doing Business as Engineered Wood Company,
EWC. OR Registry 1637445-93
Duns 006709659

Individual common share owners whose combined
equity constitutes 15% of EWC’s common shares
may appoint a qualified proxy with an established
background and approval of EWC’s board of directors to a board of directors’ seat.

As authorized by EWC’s board of Directors.
EWC is offering a total of 30% equity ownership
for the sum of 45 million in US dollars.




Total offering is as follows:
1. Initial offering for 5 million US dollars in exchange for 8% equity of EWC.
2. Option contract may be issued for remaining
40 million dollars in exchange for the remaining 22% equity.






Crowd Funding shares, Optional:
1. EWC shares totaling up to 5 million dollars
shall be made available in exchange for a 8%
equity position in common stock.
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Shares or contracts maybe traded with other EWC
equity holders.
Pre offer, or founders, are given the option to perform cash call or dilution of their shares when new
money is brought in.
Post offer investors are restricted to dilution of
shares but may purchase additional shares when
made available.
No further offerings are currently planned.
Founders share rebalancing will occur 1 week prior
to offering date.
Offering start, currently 6 am Pacific Standard Time
zone on October 18, 2021. Offering will run 90 continuous business days.

Current Offering, Continue
Growth
Control our growth rate. Show consistently growing rates and avoiding cash intensive growth explosions possibly with the EStud.
With this offering EWC is practicing right now
for an impending but a future public offering. And
we have confidence in our proven abilities to control growth. Therefore, growth control is paramount to providing our investors consistent future
dividends.
Non-disclosure and confidentiality agreement,
additional information.
EWC’s Business Plan is only available after proof
of funds, EWC’s non-disclosure and our background research are in place. As such, and do to
our ongoing R&D we do require background
searches prior to releasing information to anyone.
We can also provide reference documentation.
For more public information visit
www.ewc.company We’re still working on this site
but its coming along nicely.

EWC KEY Members:
Founder, President, Engineer, Timothy C Thompson
Founder, CEO, Dr. Michael Slinker
CFO, Contracted
Founder, Human Relations, Admin,
Toni Thompson, SHRM
Founder, Aeronautical, Mechanical Engineer
Brian L Miller PE
Corporate Attorney, Andy Brandsness Esquire
Contract Structural Engineering, Many
Scientific Integrity, lead scientist, David Felstul MS
Founder, Educational Writing,
Tia Thompson PSU GA.
Operations and Logistics, Isaiah Ray USAR
Founder, Real Property, Thomboy Farms LLC
Independent Testing, Oregon State University's Tallwood Institute, Byrne Miyamoto, Doctoral Candidate,
and Ian MacDonald Program Manager.
And thanks to the EWC contractors and their staffs!
Couldn’t have got here without you!
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I’ve mentioned the E-Stud as EWC’s focus and our gateway products. You may have asked, “gateway
to what?” Ignoring the numerous crossover markets which is also a very legitimate answer the next step
is towards E-Framing. Remember EWC is for profit, our global environment impact results from capitalism
EStud products are made lumber compatible by using more material per E-Length than required by EFraming components. However, EStuds are like for like with lumber whereas E-Framing is mostly not.
Exceptions abound for E-Framing’s lumber compatibility but who needs that compatibility when you can
replace all lumber used within a structure and build it better for less money?
The E-Framing method and it fabrications do just that but have improvements in use, fastening, and
erection that the world needs time to learn. Whereas EStud products do a great job without a learning
curve; but again, they require more material per component. EStuds are the gateway because EStuds are
used, fastened, and erected the same as lumber. As such there’s very little difference in use but enough
that they’ll help introduce the higher profiting E-Framing.
In short, E-Framing is the next step because of economics and engineering. E-Framing costs less to
produce than EStuds and is more material efficient, labor reducing to use, and just plain better. Engineering wise E-Framing represents my patents ability to create ultra high load resistant structures, like tornado
and hurricane resistant buildings or high-rises. Those effects stemmed from my endeavors to invent a way
to build skyscrapers using renewable resources and eliminate cranes to do it-yeah no kidding, it works.
Well, I’m proud to say that E-Framing Methods and fabrications do all that and do it inexpensively.
I can hardly wait to see the first one!
In the meantime, EWC will begin selling a product that could accelerate us even quicker. We believe its
a product idea with mass appeal. Still untested, its roll out will begin with a global media blitz announcing our inventions impact co announced by universities and NSF. This product will then become available on our website. Its an environment appeal but requires specialized handling and management. You
see, EWC can sell a more effective or enhanced carbon credit and offset than anyone. In fact, we believe
selling to the non profits who established that structure a long time ago is a best practice for them and the
world. That impact, could lessen climate changes grip quickly.
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Balance Sheet Summary:
EWC is thus mostly a Debt Free Company. AS a rule, debt is allowed. An SBA Loan for $11,600.00 is on the
books. Plus revolving corporate credit card debt used for travel and some unrelated purchases to consolidate
billings. Under the majority founders personal guarantee EWC has access to $80,000.00 in corporate credit card
limits.
Pre monetary Equity of EWC Consists of around 1.958 million in machinery replacement costs and lease improvements. Currently recorded as $327,0000 as cost bases. Another $628,000.00 is as Patent Development is
not yet booked (R&D).
E3Lumber patent is not currently within balance sheet. A certified valuation of intellectual property has not yet
been performed. None certified estimates far exceed reality (to us), therefore we aren’t including it until we can
establish a fair and reasonable measure of its value to depreciate.
PROFORMA Balance Sheet Summary:
POST monetary Equity of EWC , Assumes full subscription to $4,999,965.78 offering.
Consists of around 1.958 million in machinery replacement costs and lease improvements. Currently recorded as
$327,0000 in current cost bases. Another $628,000.00 is carried as Patent Development (R&D). Adding
$2,860,000.00 to Proforma Balance
PROFORMA PROJECTIONS SUMMARY:
The following are forward looking statements. EWC cannot guarantee results of these statements but strives to
do all possible to provide the investor with projections that we feel are as accurate as our situational awareness
makes possible. Unfortunately, EWC’s products have yet to sell and therefore historical data to projection relevant financial outcomes with and with any certainty of precision and therefore EWC accountability can not be
anticipated. As EWC gains data in the future our projections should become more and more relevant to our investors. However, and at this time of 1st offering we must disclose that although we are confident in our abilities
to execute our business model to the following forward looking statements we are not obligated by any means to
do so as projected or described below. EWC has progressed since December 2015 but exclusively in product development, invention, business modeling and other R&D. We do however offer the following synopsis:
Two years after offerings close EWC shall be generating profit and begin paying quarterly dividends. We have
meticulously positioned the company to achieving that goal and within that time frame. Short of achieving
windfalls from carbon credits or offset sales we believe nothing quicker is currently possible without additional
interventions in staff, and the cash to support expansion of their efforts.
EWC will be bucking well established market makers in wood products. And making enemy's. We’d prefer secondary partners but we are not naïve to the concept some will try to fight back. EWC plans to establish a large
war chest filled to retaliate and win wars the old fashion way, call every one of their bluffs and ring up a few of
own. Hate and discontent is no way to run a business so you can be sure we’ll avoid as much as humanly possible. But I know from experience egos in upper management exist. So some of our competitors are not going to
try and avoid the EWC iceberg, their going to be screaming full speed ahead! Sometimes, its just expensive to be
the iceberg.
The war chest also carries any patent challenges and enforcement, which unless its profitable we won’t pursue.
As much as that leaves a distaste in my mouth its all about protection of our money now and not the protection
of yet to be earned money. As a patent troll, we’ll maintain vigil but not in ways detrimental to our business
model. We’ve incorporated other means of proactive enforcement.
I fully expect, just like everything I’ve ever done before, that EWC will be copied. To hedge, we’ll establish ourselves with state and local building authorities and architectural and engineering firms as well. We feel doing so
provides proactive protection to our intellectual property. It should also help copy cat specifications right out of
the business quickly. In addition, you can’t go to the local box store and buy materials to make E3Lumber. And
we plan on monopolizing our materials and the sources for our own purposes, while under patent. That way copy
cats can’t produce the structures we make, only imitate them physically; but they won’t come close to passing
even low-end structural testing and likely not a visual inspection either.
As far as lesser global economies are concerned. Free licenses, small royalties, and noncompete areas.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
A comprehensive Prospectus and Audited Financials are available to qualified individuals, funds will be verified, pass EWC’s background screening, and engage with EWC’s
Confidentiality Agreement. For Additional Information Please Contact:
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